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The combinations are infinite; What matters is that your game is not static. It can be boring, but it will make you complete. A combative athlete, always with a surprising blow in the hand, shoots: Â € œThe fight to control your opponent ». How do you do it? I like that my students use their creativity and find new ways of reaching there, "it evaluates it.
Master Sylvio Corrobora: Â «All the titles we have conquered in the last years with Mario Reis and Fabricio Werdum were due to this philosophy: Repeat the Basic and go through a training struggle under supervision, which is the game of Sparring The self-assessment makes the athlete better know himself, discovering the true virtues and
weaknesses of him. Therefore, the struggles are not too uniform, leaving room for adversities. That is what makes Jiu-Jitsu evolve continuously. Do it every day in your Jiu-Jitsu career. In the next 15, it practices the submission from the back, the mount and the lateral mount. And it does not matter who was on the other side, because there is a
difference between the winner and the loser. «I am very flexible, so I always take a strong session before and after training. 6. Knowing standing standing also essential. 18 years. I am a black belt and still discipline me to do so until today. Use the defeats (preferably in the practices, of course) to reflect on what it can do better. I think the person who
has been presented is the most difficult to overcome. At 8. Â «What you really tire is to stop fighting all the time,» argues Marcelo. Sperry explains that the establishment of goals helps to evaluate and control what is being produced in the formation. Practice judo at least twice a week. Associated for centuries to martial arts, the act should not be seen
only as a sample of respect or a sign that the struggle has begun. It does not matter l©Ã l©Ã ,ed ohceh ¡Ãtse orgen n³Ãrutnic nu ed osE .azitnarag ,»Âsoenrot sol sodot ne %001 res sedeup acnun ,setnetni ol Practice an outdoor sport Soccer, jogging, outdoor work out ¢ÃÂÂ there¢ÃÂÂs always a healthy activity waiting for the athlete who takes off the
gi after hours of grappling in the academy. We repeat the basic positions in the warm up about 5 times before every practice¢ÃÂÂ, says Pederneiras. Use the weight and the force of the levers,¢ÃÂÂ he explains. So if in the afternoon the practice is slower, take the chance to rest. 11. ¢ÃÂÂThe ideal is that the fighter define what he wants. The body is
not a machine and cannot remain on a level 8 or 9 all the time, be it in Jiu-Jitsu or MMA, which is the Triathlon of fighting,¢ÃÂÂ the Shooto champion concludes. The bow is the moment when the practice begins, so any negative thought or attitude must be left aside ¢ÃÂÂ or out of the academy. 14. It was after I began resuming and quitting that I
began to have injuries often,¢ÃÂÂ he completes. An important detail is that this exercise is good to another very important muscle for the athlete: the abdomen. He realised that, if he went right onto the adversary, he¢ÃÂÂd run a much smaller risk of being submitted than if he played defending, applying but rare counter-strikes. That is the most
important, both if you are trying pass a guard or lifting tremendous weight. Aiming at bringing you a large and carefully wrought guide (whether you are or not a beginner), we have asked the main masters of the sport: what would you like to have found out earlier? So, straight neck, lined-up shoulders, firm back and off you go. ¢ÃÂÂDefinitely the
key is the positions. However, I realise that many Jiu-Jitsu beginners ignore that fact, maybe for seeing martial arts as just a way of defending, a game of win or lose,¢ÃÂÂ he says. It¢ÃÂÂs sad to see that in the Jiu-Jitsu milieu people think it¢ÃÂÂs a waste of time. Including me.¢ÃÂÂ To Nino, it¢ÃÂÂs reasonable to reserve the beginning of the practice
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evolution and injury, avoiding. In jiu-jitsu, jiu-jitsu, Ã ¢ â, ¬ "Everything, crossed his legs on the back of the opponent and prayed for the time of elapse. What are the shortcuts? In the next task (photo c) goes up with wider grips , ideal to strengthen a floor pull with a hip escape (lower image) or any position that requires a strong grip with stretched
arms. Ã ¢ â, ¬ "The idea is to get with an open mind and practice with pleasure, and Not only want to win in training. "I will go to the bath to shave and I would find a note stuck in the mirror:" If you want to be a champion, you have a week to do this or train that, "he recalls." And not even think about surrendering, "he smiles. Garcia also realized
that, being the first to attack, he would make his opponents leave his previous plan. That is how I like to fight. The main thing in Jiu-Jitsu, a sport in which, I think , the most technical player gets the advantage, is to repeat the positions. This measure can result in defeats at the beginning, but in the long run, will leave the fighter "Light and Loose"
(Nogueira definition). Therefore , Do not fade from the Academy, essential for the evolution of the athlete, you should avoid replacing prevented weeks with excellent periods. Ã ¢ â, ¬ "There is your patience. That is what a hard guy is done. So I invented the climbing arm, "Remember the red and black belt. The Black-Beh-Black Board of Carlson
Gracie is based on three elements: Stamina, attitude and Will will win. Summing: if it does not get along well with A certain movement, try to perfect it, adapt it to its physical and technical features, always looking for new versions for it. The children invent, use unexpected movements that, if they adapt to Jiu-Jitsu adult, can be fruiting. You just read
and keep the teachings presented here, you will not go anywhere with your landmits. The two-time open champion of the world in '96 - '97 says an attack during the fight should always be connected to other future positions whose goal is submission or “just follow comparison” checkmate. There is no such thing as winning and losing, but only winning
and learning”, says Renzo and Ricardo Cachorrao’s coach. Considering that you, an intrepid reader, have already taken care of the technique and the physical preparation, the General of the Alliance calls attention to a “detail” that can turn you into a giant of the carpets: self-knowledge. 1. “What I notice in competitions, even in black belts”, is that
everyone gets along well at the top, but not everyone can keep a good guard. Turn your Jiu-Jitsu into a motorized gear. Be Dynamic For Amaury Bitetti, Jiu-Jitsu is like chess: you just move one piece thinking about the next move. He begins to be aware of his own instincts, develops self-confidence and does not become shocked. Strive to be complete
What’s the point of getting an A+ on the guard step, but a failed attack from the back? The black belt Saulo Ribeiro teaches a simple way to achieve versatility: “Many people despise warm-up before practicing. “The secret is to believe that he has to believe”, adds Wallid Ismail. Oh, I almost missed it. If the lion knows how the prey can escape, it will
catch it in a much more precise way, he thinks. As Shaolin shows, there are three ways to scale, each of which enhances a specific group of moves. As an example, the climb can be done with the inverted hand (photo B). As in any sport, if your head isn’t ready to practice, it’s impossible to learn anything”, Rooney concludes. For the black belt, the
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only gave and armbar-in-guard by uncrossing and wide-opening the legs. ¢ÃÂÂWhen there was a dissidence at the first formation of the Alliance team and I was alone in Sao Paulo, I went through one of the most difficult moments of my life. On these moments he shows the classroom a move, asks the students to study it and to present a defense a
week later. Thus the athlete can design an ideal fighting plan,¢ÃÂÂ Gurgel analyses, and then describes the state of mind with which one should enter the ring: ¢ÃÂÂThe fighter¢ÃÂÂs self-knowledge must turn the battler into something pleasant. ¢ÃÂÂIt¢ÃÂÂs common to see guys who deem themselves professors decline a new teaching, ignoring a
pupil who shows something new. Just as in the whiskey advertisement: keep walking. Enjoy, therefore, this manual if you wish to evolve. That it my formula for becoming complete.¢ÃÂÂ 10. According to Martin Rooney, the salutation can afford great benefits that sometimes can go by unnoticed. On this case, our little script here can change
everything you had been doing wrong ¢ÃÂÂ or simply didn¢ÃÂÂt know existed. In Jiu-Jitsu, physical preparation is not all: one must work to become a technical and conditional athlete.¢ÃÂÂ Therefore, don¢ÃÂÂt go try anything silly. Well, the Brazilian Top Team star suggests that every fighter ignores the clock and the points during the combats. In
other words, Jean doesn¢ÃÂÂt make his apprentices ¢ÃÂÂmove repeaters.¢ÃÂÂ By disseminating experimentalism in his lessons, the black-bellt gives birth to classrooms full of creative and innovating athletes. Don¢ÃÂÂt forget to enhance your defense Despite liking the attacking strategy suggested by Marcelo Garcia, Rillion Gracie stresses the
importance of training submission-escapes (remembering that the other guy may attack first). You are an athlete, not a weight-lifter Two-time world open 02-03, MARCO PE of Pano strives to convince the athletes that they do not need to look for the body of a superatlete at any price. And he never complained, unlike his opponents, who, in time and
practice, he began to submit from the most varied ways. Â € œCondo, then, a strong mental connection so that your mind is activated with the arch at the beginning. 2. As an example, the black belt of the Alliance remembers the moment he did not know how to keep the guard opened. Everyone does that in boxing, judo, but in Jiu-Jitsu the boys are a
little lazy. Although it is not perfect, it depends on you to improve it. A clear example was a coup d'état with which Gracie surprised the Canadian Wrestler Carlos Newton in Pride Bushido 1: â € "I almost submitted to the lock of the feet, in a position that I had taught a white belt. Martin refers to the simple and traditional act of leaning. The Black
Belt Vitor Shaolin warns the students of him on this until today's day: "You must organize your training in such a way that defines that are the two most important competences for you in that year. Martin Rooney agrees: â € œThe athlete reacting with bad feelings to defeats is not learning the increasion lessons that have been taught, and that would
make her chances of losing again much less. Â «Only your reaction and your atime grow as athlete. The black belt used to tear the leaves and leave them in all the corners of the house. To learn how to get out of the difficult situations, Garcãa Signs: The good thing is to practice guard with heavier companions. Â «In all sports, athletes create rituals
that take away the negative energy. Leo Vieira calls attention on the fact that the loss of mats are equally fundamental to form a champion, especially as regards the character. You must respect, above all, do not only do the dojo and teacher, but also you compaÃ±ero of practices, despond of all that you need,” says the conductor. maestro. Following

tips: Ã¼tile in Tournaments with GI, Lidineros, MMA and for athletes, personal evolution, should be studied among training. The detail is to keep the legs always elevated, which hardens the abdominals. Then it can be immersed in a common sport (surf, for example, is practiced by nine in every ten fighters) or even invent their own distraction.
Marcelo García also has a clue for difficult situations: stretching and breathing. Develop self-knowledge According to Fabio Gurgel, competition-Jiu-Jitsu is so leveled at present, small details can make a difference in the outcome of the fight. However, I became a person much stronger and learned a lot about life. While I am in the offensive, my
opponent can not think of anything else to defend, that is, I am protected, "Teach Marcelo GarcÃa. One of the athletes executes all kinds of attack, arm, triangle, and the Another tries to defend himself from Blitz, says Marcelo Behring's brother, who demands 90 seconds or a series of 100 repetitions after training. That way, everything becomes easy.
17 â, ¬ "" Wanted fear of Attack, "EvalÃºa. Thanks to Rafael Werneck, Editor of Graciemag.com, for permission to use this article! Photos of Gustavo Aragao Comments () Strengthen your grip The first attitude needed to follow this hint by Vitor Shaolin is: Over that rope well! After all, the principle behind this task is to use a thick rope tied to the
ceiling of the academy to strengthen the grip of the fighter in the opponent GI. "If you fight against MMA or fight, you may need such a body. Each exponent Jiu-Jitsu brought its own delicacy to this party. Ã ¢ â, ¬ å" Son in the performances of Roger Gracie at the last world championship. AR Niños is a great source of knowledge for me. 19. To
achieve it, it designed a series that is euq euq ,otneimaritse ed s¡Ãmeda euq ÃsA .setneirroc stnirps y sasep ed sotneimatnavel ,sallilcuc ne omoc ,soicicreje soirav ne The desalination, the athlete must set a schedule and a schedule and persist in the ability of each variation, butterfly guard, guard closed, with inner hooks ... you can not let the boy
cross the line of the knee, or otherwise. I’ll have to get something out of your ass to prevent the boy from passing”, Schembri teaches. “I realized that this blow was vulnerable, because it allowed the opponent to escape and pass the guard easily. â ̈ ̈ ̈ ̈Learning the defense improves the attack. It doesn’t matter which belt. He suﬀered the fulminant
attacks at the start of the battles, but was able to defend himself as a master and then counterattack, “Rillion remembers. Like the child, who only learns to walk by stumbling blocks, it is by playing that the Jiu-Jitsu practitioner improves his art. Exercise your ears: the first rule to perfect your jiu-jitsu is never be deaf to other people’s knowledge”,
says Renzo Gracie. The Master organizes “tongue sessions” during Academy trainings, where he teaches in Los Angeles. There are many ways to reach a goal. The Nino phenomenon â ̈¬ ÅElvisÃ¢ â ̈¬ Schembri also agrees on the tip: “More and more they convince me that one must pay attention to the positions, from the white to the black belt. To
excel in Jiu-Jitsu, the fighter cannot excel in one or two moves. moves
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